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Today’s digital native
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Customer experience is key!



What do banks do?
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“No Grandma...listen, 
double-click the 
Internet Explorer Icon!”

 



“7 out of 10 millenials 
would rather visit their dentist than

their local bank.” 
-Millenium Disruption Index



How do banks react?
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What does the future
user experience look like?



"You've got to start with the customer 
experience and build the product 
around it"

-Steve Jobs



Bank account
Creating a simple, real time bank 
account to fulfill basic banking needs



Sign up in less than 8 minutes
Paperless

Verification via video 
chat

Friction free

Technology enables a great base experience

Friction free banking

Open an account on the go
Fully mobile



Bank account
Creating a simple, real time bank 
account to fulfill basic banking needs

Smart Banking
Making banking smart to help user 
save money, explore useful products 
and optimize the experience



Go beyond the transaction
Giving context

Connected with users in every 
second 

Real time banking 

A unique experience
Personalized for every user

Putting transactions into perspective

Smart banking as a part of users’ life



“Innovations have the greatest impact when they 
employ business models which are platform-based, 
data intensive, and capital light”

World Economic Forum, June 2015



Bank account
Creating a simple, real time bank 
account to fulfill basic banking needs

FinTech HUB
Leveraging FinTech innovation all around 
the globe

Smart Banking
Making banking smart to help user 
save money, explore useful products 
and optimize the experience



More to followWithdraw and deposit cash at retail 
stores

More branches than the biggest
German banks together

Foreign currency transfers 
with Transferwise

The mobile experience uneffected

Rebundling FinTech innovation from around the world

Building the FinTech Hub



What technology is needed?



FORWARD LOOKING
instead of backward looking

AUTOMATED
intelligence

REAL-TIME
data access



Deliver value Focus on technologyBe digital

Grant a friction free experience

Go beyond banking and use 

automated intelligence

Be capital light

Modern systems enabling 

forward-looking analyses instead 

of backward-driven reporting

Real time data access enables 

automated intelligence

Banking for the truly digital world  

Industries are disrupted all 

around

Put the user to the core of 

the experience is the only 

survival strategy 

Focus on building a digital 

organization



Thank you.

@valentinstalf


